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in addition to gaining international attention, man
tiger has also been embraced by critics and
scholars of indonesian literature at home. indeed,
cantik itu luka and man tiger have been the
subject of numerous academic and cultural
journals, academic conferences, and film-
screenings. as lee hanas explains, lelaki harimau
was once the subject of major literary festivals,
solo exhibitions, and several academic
conferences. as i will demonstrate, a close reading
of the author’s comments about translation, as
well as the published reviews and translations of
his work, reveal major commonalities between
kurniawan’s own statements and the reviews of
his work. it is worth noting at the outset that the
review, interview, and media coverage of eka
kurniawan have been mediated and shaped by the
different public, cultural, and political contexts
surrounding his work. beyond his experiences in
the british literary and cultural press, the reviews
of his work in indonesia have been informed by
events in his native country and the historical
legacies of two very different regimes, first the
dutch colonial regime and later the authoritarian
new order. as i have discussed elsewhere, eka’s
work and his biography have been shaped by the
post-colonial reinvention of indonesia, a particular
articulation of national history and identity.
moreover, eka’s fame has also been built on the
dramatic shift in literary tastes since the death of
new order dictator suharto and the rise of
globalization. most intriguingly, his prolific output
of books and translations has arisen from his
significant investments in the local entertainment
industry and television drama scripts. this is
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evident in his response to the questions of
whether he works in a traditional (maung) or
modern way:

Novel Cantik Itu Luka Pdf Download

indonesian publishers would also frequently
explain that ekas work was simply too ''hard to

market'' – particularly when it dealt with themes
too dark, the supernatural, and the occult. for

some publishers, these were too much of a risk.
and yet, for a growing number of indonesians,

ekas novels already represented a foreign product
that could be treasured for its own sake –

especially in the face of the ever-growing influence
of television. the rise of mass entertainment,

particularly in the 1980s and 1990s, included the
proliferation of slick, cheaply produced, and often

gaudy b-movies, a thriving local video-rental
industry, and the growth of multiple tv channels
and pop music channels. eka kurniawan would

eventually struggle to find a publisher for his work.
according to leopold sumarlin, one publisher
whose rejection of ekas manuscript he later

reproduced, his work was not too different from
other ''tiger-and-poison'' novels, and was thus

unsuitable for the western literature he had been
reading. another was the publishing house
gramedia, who wrote: i have read the first

chapters, and i think this is a literary masterpiece,
but it is not a good representation of what we

usually publish. more importantly, we are
concerned about causing a backlash of those who
are influenced by the independence movement..
we prefer not to publish this book. however, in
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addition to the british literary press, the
indonesian media has also embraced eka

kurniawan, and for good reason. man tiger is a
much-lauded examination of the many richly

interconnected threads of culture, history, and
politics in the global south. it is driven by a central
male protagonist, a bank clerk named yudhistira,
who accompanies his rich sister as she makes a

journey to attend an international literary festival,
in an attempt to find the real story behind her

bizarre case of amnesia. along the way, yudhistira
experiences some deep, dark secrets from the

region, as well as several harrowing moments of
personal crisis. 5ec8ef588b
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